I. Assessments
List all department/unit assessments completed to date.
   A. [Assessment Title from Part II]
   B. [Assessment Title from Part II]
   C. ....

II. Findings
Choose two or three assessments that resulted in significant findings and warrant consideration for changes and/or improvements. Identify the assessment (by A., B., and Title) and briefly describe those findings.
   A. .
   B. .

III. Continuous Improvement
In what specific ways will these findings be used to improve programs, services, or student learning?
   A. .
   B. .

IV. Reporting/Sharing
With whom, where and how will you report or share the assessment findings?
   A. .
   B. .

Directors will submit Part IV to barbara.stmichel@oswego.edu by the Friday after Commencement 2016.
Directors may use Part IV in crafting their department/unit annual report and identifying Points of Pride, as well as developing department/unit objectives for 2016-2017.